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Nirmal’s dad & Nirmal owned 
a book store in Kundrathur 

Set-Aside
Suicide



Nirmal  was fond of reading PERIODICALS & 

NEWSPAPERS, but the joint-family system will not 

agree. His dad became a Newspaper Agent of 

leading weeklies and newspapers. Nirmal was able 

to read. He also served as a standby News Paper 

Boy making door deliveries. 

He would not know that 

the very same papers  

will make cover stories 

on him 

Total Reversal



EDITORIALS 



Bharat Ratna Editorial on                   M 
B Nirmal “There is HOPE for India”



Bhavan’s Journal 31st December 1993: Bharath 
Ratna Late Mr. C Subramaniam - Former Governor 
of Maharastra and President Bhavan's Journal in 
the editorial of the magazine, Bhavan's Journal 
dated December 31st, 1993 wrote, "I had the 
privilege of participating in a function organized by the 
Exnora School movement. I was greatly struck by the 
large number of people belonging to various sections of 
the community present on the occasion. There were the 
teachers, industrialists, high level management experts, 
lawyers, doctors etc. They were all actively associated 
with the movement. Politicians were scrupulously 
avoided. Exnora has started extending its activities to 
other cities also. Here was a demonstration of what well 
managed and properly motivated voluntary agencies 
can achieve to tackle many of the problems which we 
as a nation are facing. The motto of Exnora is Think 
Globally, Act Locally and Do Domestically. There is still 
hope for India".























COLOUMNS 



TIMES OF INDIA –
Mr.Gurucharandas 10th 
August 2003

Aristotle reminds us that man is a political animal; he 
also teaches that human beings have capabilities and a 
good life consists in exercising these capabilities. By not 
getting involved politically, not only are we not living the 
proper life of a citizen, but we are also not fulfilling our 
capabilities as human beings. Fortunately, Indians have 
begun to engage in recent years and we are rightly proud 
of Exnora in Tamil Nadu, Sewa in Gujarat, Swadhyayee in 
Maharashtra, Lok Satta in Andhra, who are mediating 
between the excesses of the state and the market. There 
are other fine civil society initiatives, but they are still too 
few. If we have lost faith in our corrupt institutions, we 
must rediscover that faith in ourselves and do something 
and make a difference.







OUTLOOK - Aug 15, 
2003

•
THE ‘CAN CAN’ TWIRL by Mr, Gurucharandas, A resident of Vadapalani Road in Chennai
wrote to me last year to say, “Our street used to be one big garbage dump. The bin outside
our home was always overflowing because the corporation van did not often show up. My
neighbour in frustration used to set the garbage on fire, but the smoke irritated my asthma
and I would douse it with water. So, we began to quarrel and we fought all the time.

• “But one morning the dustbin suddenly disappeared and a brightly painted cart stood at
my door with a boy in uniform and gloves. Called the ‘street beautifier’, he taught us to
separate our garbage at home. Each morning he would empty the organic waste into the
green section of his cart and the recyclable waste into the red section. When he had
covered the street, he would take the cart to our Zero Waste Centre, and empty the organic
waste into a storage tank that had holes at the bottom and where it got converted to
compost. He would sell the recyclables and the compost to augment his income. I have to
pay Rs 20 a month for this, but our street is now spotlessly clean, and where there was
garbage outside each home, we have now planted trees.”



OUTLOOK - Aug 15, 
2003

• All this happened, she told me, because residents of Vadlapani Road decided to form an
Exnora Club. Started by M.B. Nirmal, a bank manager, the Exnora civic movement has been
so successful that it has rapidly spread across the entire South, and now covers 40 per cent
of Madras city, 75 per cent of its suburbs and has clubs across Tamilnadu and the three
southern states. Its 17,000 street chapters provide clean, scientific garbage collection to
approximately 17 lakh homes. Having realised their collective negotiating power, many
clubs have begun to solve other civic problems, such as sewage, street lighting, and water
supply through their municipality. Hence, Exnora was recognised by the United Nations
Conference on Human Settlements in 1996 as one of 100 Best Urban Practices around the
world.

• The story of Exnora is not unique. It is one of hundreds of examples of a new India that
began to emerge in the nineties, and I think it happened because we broke decisively with
the old dogmas of the ancien regime, shedding our earlier rigidities of the mind, as we
discovered a new view of ourselves and of the world. This change in mindset more than
anything can help to unravel the behaviour that underlies the theme of this special Outlook
issue.
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COVER STORIES 


































































































































































































